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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 44/1982

Funktionalanalysis
24.10. bis 30.10.1982

Die diesjährige Tagung über Funktionalanalysis im Mathematischen Forschungsinstitut
Oberwolfach fand in der Woche 'vom 24.10. bis 30.10.1982 statt; sie stand wie vor
zwei Jahren unter der Leitung der Herren Professoren K.-D. Bierstedt (Paderborn),
Heinz König (Saarbrücken) und H. H. Schaefer (Tübingen).

23 der insgesamt 47 Teilnehmer kamen aus ~em Ausland (Belgien J England, Finnland,
Frankreich, Indien, österreich, Polen, Schweiz, Spanien, Tschechoslowakei und den
USA); bei der Größe der Tagung konnten leider wieder mehrere weitere Interessenten
aus In- und Ausland nicht mehr eingeladen werden.

In 37 Vorträgen wurde über verschiedene Teilgebiete der Funktionalanalysis berichtet;
u. a. wurden Resultate vorgestellt aus den Themenkreisen: Nukleare Räume und
Frecheträume , Folgenräume und Funktionenräume, Banachraumtheorie, Banachalgebren
und lokalkonvexe Algebren, Banachverbände, topalogische Tensorprodukte, Distributions
theorie, partielle Differentialgleichungen, Operatorentheorie'und ·Spektraltheorie.
Nach den Vorträgen fanden (z. T. längere) Diskussionen statt, die auch in zahlreichen
persönlichen Gesprächen fortgeführt wurden.

Die vorbildliche Organisation und angenehme Atmosphäre im Mathematisch~n Forschungs
institut trug wesentlich zum Gelingen der Tagung bei; auch das sehr gute Wetter
spielte mit. Am Freitagabend klang die Tagung mit einem kurzen Klavierkonzert von
Herrn F~ Haslinger (Wien) - und anschließender angeregter Diskussion - aus.

Die Herren Professoren M. M. Dragilev und W. P. Kondakov (beide Rostov, UdSSR), die
an der Tagung nicht teilnehmen konnten, hatten Vortragsauszüge geschickt, die in den
Tagungsbericht aufgenommen wurden.
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Vortragsauszüge

E. ALBRECHT:

Local spectral theory modulo compact operators

Let X ~be a Banach space. For their study in Fredholm theory, Buoni-Harte-Wickstead
considered the quotient space Xq: = fX)(X)/ p c(X) (where p c(X) denotes the space
of precompact sequences with va1ues in X). They noticed that each T E ~(X) induces

in the canonical way an operator Tq Ei:(X q) and that the kernel of this homomorphism
T ~ T is the ideal }(X) of compact operators. This gives a possibility to intro~q. •
duce a 10cal spectral theory module ~(X). Twill be called essentially decomposable
if Tq is decomposable on Xq in the sense of Colojoara and FoiaJ. This class of
operators includes all decomposable operators, essential1y normal operators, and
Toeplitz operators and pseudo-differential operators with continuous sy~bols. 8y
means of local spectra1 theory on Xq' we obtain results concerning the Fredholm
structure of such operators and a characterisation of 10cal type operators on
Sobolevspaces and other function spaces by a commutator property. These results
have been obtained in joint work wit~ R. D. Mehta (Va11abh Vidyanagar, India).

H. APIOLA:

Twisted sums of nuclear Frechet spaces

A non-trivial twisted sum of Frechet spaces E and F i5 a short exact
sequence

that does not split.

We study in the context of nuclear Frechet spaces the possibility of methods ·~
analogous to those developed by Kalton and Peck (cf. Trans. AMS 255 (1979), 1 - 30).

The results discussed (most of which are due to T. Ketonen and K. Nyberg) include
a description of a canonical construction method of twisted sums and criteria for
their splitting.

-:)
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c. BESSAGA:

Multinorm geometry of Freehet spaees. Two examples

The objeets eonsidered are Freehet spaees equipped with a fixed monotone sequenee

of seminorms. (X,1.1 1,1.1 2, ••• ) and (Y,I.1 1,1.1 2
, ••• l are said to be multi

isometrie if there is a linear bijeetion T of X onto Y such that

ITxl k = I xl k for k = 1,2, •••

It often happens that multi-isometrie invariants of Freehet spaees give rise to

isomorphie (= linearly-homeomorphie) prope~ties of these spaees. This is

illustrated by two examples: 1. Alpseymenls eharaeterization of basic sequenees

in nuelear stable infinite type power series spaees (Stud. Math. 70 (1981), 21 - 26).

2. Vogtls example of a nuelear Freehet spaees without the bounded approximation

property (preprint).

I. CIORANESCU:
n

On the Abstract Cauehy Problem for the operator d /dtn - A.

Let X be a Banaeh space, A a elosed and densely defined operator on X,

o = n D(An}, eonsidered as a Freehet spaee endowed with the norm-system

co nOn

I lxi In = L I IAixl I, n E~. Then Ushijima has proved that the abstract Cauchy

i = 0

problem is well posed (in short A.C.P. is w.p.) for the operator d/dt - A iff

AID
co

generates a loeally-equieontinuous semi-group of elass (co in Ls(Dco
).

We seek a similar r~sult·for the operator d
2
/dt2 - A; namely in this ease

AID
co

has to generate a loeally-equ;eontinuous eosine funetions of elass (co in

Ls (D(X»).

For n ~ 3 it was proved by Chazarain that the A.C.P. is w.p. for the operator

n
d /dtn - A iff A is bounded; in this ease the fundamental solution is an

L(x)-valued entire funetion.

A. CLAUSING:

Total positivity of extended Greenls kernels

It is known from theorems of Krein, Karlin, and others, that there exist numerous

ordinary differential operators whieh in eonneetion with suitable separated boundary
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conditions give rise to a totally positive Greenls function.

Some of these operators also satisfy the boundary minimum principle, thus their
basic functions (the solutions which are biorthonormal to the boundary conditions)
are nonnegative. These functions together with the Green's kernel form the
lI extend Greenls kernel ll T.

Dur main result here is that for disconjugate operators and for a large class of
boundary conditions, T is a totally positive kernel if its domain is given a
special order which depends on the particular form of the boundary conditions. ~

The theorem has implications concernin~ for example, the eigenfunctions of the
operator, a monotonicity property of the Greenls kernel, and the associated cone
of operator-concave funetions.

J.F. COLOMBEAU:

New Generalized Functions. Multiplication of Distributions. Mathematical and
Physical Applieations

If Jl. denotes any open subset of lRn we defi ne an algebra ~ (fi) in the fo 11 owi ng
situation

t (.0.) c:. oe I (n) c:: ~ (.D.) •

t(Jl) is a subalgebra of ~(Jl) and any element of "$(rr) admits partial derivatives
to any order that are still in ~Ul) (for a concept of derivation which genera1izes
exactly the derivation in the sense of distributions). Therefore the multiplication
in ~Ul) is a natural candidate for the mu1tip1ication of distributions. We develo.
the mathematica1 theory of the elements of ~(n.), ca1led "new generalized functions
and we sketch how this construction gives a mathematical meaning to the basic
heuristic computations of Quantum Field Theory.

H.. G.. DALES:

Automatie continuity of finite-dimensional representations of Banaeh algebras

We are motivated by the question: Is every finite-dimensional representation of
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the .group algebra L'(G) necessarily continuous?

We first consider an arbitrary Banach algebra A, and obtain conditions on A for
each finite-dimensional representatian to be automatically cantinuous. We then

~consider whether or not these conditions are satisfied by L'(G). This is the
case if G is amenable, and in same other cases, but the general question remains
open.

s. DIEROLF:

On spaces of continuous linear maps between locally convex spaces

For two 10ca11y convex spaces E a~d Flet Lb(E,F) denote the space of all
continuous linear maps from E into F, provided with the tapo1ogy of uniform
convergence on ~11 baunded subsets of E. A classica1 result of A. Grothendieck
says that for a Mackey space E the space Lb(E,F) is camplete if the strang
dual Eß and F are both complete. It wou1d be interesting to know whether similar
statements hold for other properties such as barrelledness, borno1ogicity, or
being a DF-space, tnstead of comp1eteness.

Methods of constructing general counterexamples show that the interesting case
in that pro~lem is the following question of A. Grothendieck ('953): If E is
metrizab1e and F is a DF-space, what can be said about Lb(E,F)?

Even in this restricted setting barrellledness does not pass over from Eß and
F to Lb(E,F), since ~or certain dense hyperplanes H in the Hi1bert-space 12 the
nonmed space Lb(1 2 ,H) is not barre11ed.

Moreover, there exists a reflexive DF-space F such that Lb(l' ,F) is not
quasibarre11ed. This.example shows that neither bornologicity nor quasibarrelledness
are preserved in the above setting.

On the other hand, for every strict LB-space F = 1i~ Fn the space Lb(11,li~ Fn)
is in a canonical way topo10gically isomorphie to the strict LB-space
lim Lb(l',F ).
~ n

Furthermore, for every locally complete DF-space F the space Lb(l',F) is again
a DF-spac~ and the E-product cofF is a DF-space for every DF-space F.
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M.M. ORAGILEV:

On Schwartz-Köthe spaces and n-fold-regular bases

Let X be a complete metric locally convex space of type S with absolute. basis
(Schwartz-Köthe space, ). There is a constant n =·n(X), 1 -< n <; co, with the property:

Every absolute basis in X can be made n-fold-regular by apermutation of elements.

(Oef. of"n-fold-regular basis fl s. Soviet Math. Ookl. vol. 11 (1970), N'. 4,1012 - 1015)

E. DUBINSKY:

Finite dimensional decompositions in power series spaces

Let E be a nuclear Frechet space and (En) a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces

with the property that for every y E E there is a unique expansion y = LYn'
Yn E En· Such a sequence of subspaces is called a finite dimensional decomposition
(FDD) or Schauder decomposition.

A criteria is described which implies the existence of a basis. An important case in
,-

which the eriteria is satisfied is power series spaces and this leads to a result
whieh we now describe.
Suppose that E has a basis (xn) and the FDD is determined as follows. Let (mv)
be a strietly increasing sequenee of indices and suppose that LS is the space

v
generated by [x 1 + ••• + x ]. In the power series spaces A (a) (infinite

ffiv - 1 + mv co

type) and /\'1 {al (finite type), (xm) is the usual coordinate basis and we have the
following result

Theorem: If the sequence (n
v

) does not grow too rapidly then every block
and every block quotient has a basis.

Here a block subspace is one generated by subspaces (F
v

) where each F
v

subspace of E
v

• Block quotients are defined similarly.

The criterion that (n
v

) does not grow to fast is as follows.
an an

/'ix,(a): sup a v < co ,/\ 1(Cl): 1im a v = 1.
v nv _ 1 + 1 v nv - 1+1

Proof has somewhat of a geometrie flavor.

subspace

is a
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K. FAN:

Iteration of analytic functions of operators

Let f be a complex function analytic on 6 = {z Izl < l} such that f(6) c 6.
Let f[n] be the n-th iterate of f. Then there exists a complex number w with

Iwl < 1 such that the inequalities

(1) {I - Wf~»{I - f(A)*f(A)}-l{I - wf(A)*} < (I - wA)(1 - A*A) -1(1 - wA*),

(2) {I - wf (A) }{(1 + IwI2 ) 1 - wf (A) - wf(A)*} -1 {I -- wf (A)* }

~ < (I - wA){(1 + Iw1 2 )1 - wA - wA*}-I(1 - wA*),

( 3) Ii f [n ] (A ) - d(w,A) : IwI 2 I 11 < tf A - d(w,A ) + Iw j2 I I1 '

hold for any operator A on a complex Hilbert space with .nAU < 1 and for
n = 1,2,... , where f(A), f[n](A) are defined as in functional calculus,
and d(w,A) = tj (I - wA) (I - A*A) -1 (I - wA*) 1I •

This generalizes a classical theorem of Denjoy-Wolff and improves a result of the
author [Math. Z. 179 (1982), 293 - 298]. An qnalogous theorem for analytic functions

on the half-plane Re z > 0 fs also obtained.

T. FIGI EL : .

Factorizations of certain embeddings of e~~1-
The results presented in the talk have been obtained in joint work with W. B. Johnson
and G. Schechtman. A typical result is as follows:
We consider an operator T: Y~ L1 = L1(O,1), rank T = n <~. Assuming that
I lxi I < Cpl lxi 11 for x E T(Y) and that T is an isomorphism we obtain a lower
estim~te for the products I lAI I . I IBI I where Y1 z ~ LI is a factorization
of T with rank B < m (m being a given integer). Applying this e.g. to the space
Y = Rn = span{r1,··.,rn} c L1 (here the rils are Rademacher functions and n = 1,2, ..• )
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and T: Rn ~ L1 being the ernöedding operator we obtain e.g. the estirnate

.lIuß, >.,.k.j lOgnm' m = rank u, if u: LI .... L1 satisfies u(r i ) = r i for

. k 1 0 ;-n-'
1 = 1, ..• ,n, and also d(F,1 1) ~150 V log k' if Rn ~ F c L1, dirn F = k. In
particular, if n ~~, then rank(u) (resp. dirn F) must grow exponentia1ly

( dirn F)for null resp. for d(F, !1. ) to be uniforrn1y bounded .

B. FUCHSSTEINER:
{

Algebraic foundation of same distribution a1gebras

The properties of the noncommutative associative algebra of a1most-bounded
distributions are reviewed [Math. Ann. 178,302 - 314 (1978)]. This algebra is then
applied to treat the most e1ementary problem in shock wave theory, narnely the
dynamica1 behaviour of the hydrau1ic jump. It is demonstrated that the non
commutativity of the algebra is the mathematical analogon of the fact that energy
density conservat;on ;s violated by going through the shock front.

The algebraic background of this (and simi1ar) a1gebras is i11uminated. To be precise:
It is shown that the algebra under consideration ;s a special case of the situation
where one has an algebra A, a derivation d1:A ~ A, and a derivation

d2: A -+As(As some Abi-module). It is shown that in such a situation one can
construct (in a canonica1 way) a trivial extension A ~ M of A via same A
bi-module M~Jts such that the derivation D = d1 + d2 can be extended (again
canonically) to all of A WM without enlarging its kernel.

In the last section of the lecture this a1gebraic construction is considered from
the dua1ity point of view. This consideration suggests that the usual COO-test
functions should be replaced by the almost-bounded distributions with compact support.

F. HASLINGER:

Bases in spaces of holomorphic functions

The interpolation problem f(n) (ho) = a is investigated in several spaces ofn n
ho1omorphic ofunctions. With the he1p of the theory of bases in nuclear Frechet spaces
one can determine the sequence (an)n:1' for which the above interpolation problem
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is solvable. It can also be shown that the results are sharp in a certain sense.

Fina11y some remarks are made about the problem of existence of bases in the space
of all holomorphic functions on a region of infinite connectivity, which has a
complement of positive logarithmic capacity and irregu1ar boundary points.

R. HOLLSTEIN:

~ Local1y convex a-spaces

We investigated c1asses of loca11y convex spaces which "are defined by means of
topological tensor products in the fol1owing way: A locally convex space E is
eal1ed a-space if the topo1ogical identity. E i a F = E in F ho1ds for all
loea11y eonvex spaees F,where adenotes a tensor norm in the sense of
Grothendieek. For examp1e, the Jep-spaces of Lindenstrauss and Petezynski, Banaeh
spaees whieh a~e isomorphie to subspaces (resp. quotient spaees) of Lp(~)-spaces,

nuc1ear spaees or hi1bertisable spaces are a-spaces for certain tensor norms Q.

The ~-spaces are stab1e under the formation of completions, topological products
and countable direct sums; subspaees (resp. quotient spaces) of a-spaces are
a/-spaces (resp .. \a-spaces). Furthermore, eonditions under which the strong dual
of an a-space is a ta-space were given. .

The a-spaces ean be characterized in several ways; among others, the following
result was presented:
Theorem: The fo11owing assertions are equivalent

(1) E is an a-space

~ (2) E i
E

F = E ~ F for all locally conve~ spaces F

(3) For each zero-neighbourhood U there exists a zero neighbourhood V,
Vc U, such that the canonica1 mapping KUV : E:v ~ E:u is al-integral.

A sequence characterization for a/- and \a-spaces can be obtained by the
fo110wing resu1t

Theorem: The fo11owing assertions are equivalent
(1) E is an a/-spaee (resp. \a-space)
(2) Eil, = E i 11 (res p. E iv c = Eie )

a 1l a 0 E 0

App1ications of the two theorems were presented.
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H. JARCHOW:

On some 3-space properties of Banach spaces

An operator ideal A is said to have 3SP if IX E A holds for every Banac~

space X which admits a subspace Y such that Iy E A and IX/y E A. Many
examples of this situation are known or can easily been obtained, e.g. in case
A = W (weakly compact operators ~ reflexivity), A = V (fully complete operators ~

Schur property), A = R (Rosenthal-operators ~ non-containment of 11), A = U

(unconditionally sumrning operators ~ non-containment of co), A = S (weakly
sequentially completing operators ~ weak sequential completeness), etc. •

Some of these examples, and further ones, can be subsumed under a general statement.
-1 -1 sur -1Namely, ideals of the form [F 1 0 B1].0 .A 1 ", [F 1 0 B2] 0 A2 and [F 1 0 82] 0 A2 '

-1 -1 lnJA3 0 [83 0 F~] and A3 0 [B3 0 F~] have 3SP provided that

(k 2) lnJ lnJ
F1 0 B~ c Ak = 1, , B3 0 F~ c A3 , Al = Al 0 Fa) = Al 0 F~, A2 = A2 '

A3 = A3
ur . Here Fp is the ideal of operators which factor through some lp(r).

E. g., the properties of satisfying Grothendieckls theorem, of being a Hilbert-Schmidt
space, of having the Delbaen-Kisliakov property, etc., can be treated in this way.

If A is a regular ideal having 3SP, then the ideal Asuper in the sense of

s. Heinrich also has 3SP. This leads to further known examples of ideals having
3SP, namely wsuper, Rsuper, Usuper. "But we are also led to ask what vsuper

("super-Schur property") and Ssuper(lIsuper-weak sequential completeness") could mean.

K. JOHN:

Nuclearity and tensor products

An example is given of two non-nuclear Frechet Schwartz hilbertisable spaces E,F
with basis such that E Q F E i F. •e: TI

P~·K. KAMTHAN:

Why do we study Schauder basis theory in T.V.S.?

The importance of the Hamel basis theory in linear algebra is well known to vector

pathologists. However, the precise location of a Harnel base in an arbitrary vector
space is invariably an arduous job- sornetimes an impossible task. In vector spaces
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endowed with natural linear topologies, one can introduce the notion of a
topological base (t.b.) through which we can overcome the difficulty experienced
earlier. This new nation of a t.b. was introduced first by Schauder in Banach spaces.
The development of the present theory of topological bases as given in author's
monograph (with M. Gupta) owes much to the advancement of sequence space theory.
On the other hand, the theory of t.b. is found sufficiently useful in the study
of the duality theory of locally convex spaces, structure of locally convex spaces,
characterization of eompact sets in F-spaces and so on so forth.

The present work forms a very brief outline of the author's forthcoming monograph:
Bases in Topological Vector Spaces and Applications .

G. KUTHE:

Eine Klasse nuklearer Räume

Es seien ~ bzw. w die aus allen finiten bzw. allen Folgen aus ~ bestehenden
Folgenräume (IK der reelle oder komplexe Zahlkörper ). Wir betrachten die Räume end

licher Stufe: 01 =~, o~ = w, 01 i o~; 02 =~, o~ =~, 02 ~ o~, •••• Sie sind
bezüglich ihrer natürlichen Topologie tonneliert, vollständig und nuklear. Ein
Folgenraum A heißt konvergenzfrei, wenn er mit x = (x 1,x2' •.. ) aueh jedes

Y = (Y1'Y2'···) enthält mit Yn = 0 falls xn = O. Unsere Räume sind spezielle
konvergenzfreie Räume. Für zwei vollständige konvergenzfreie A,~ ist ~ (A,~)o
wieder ein konvergenzfreier Folgenraum. Sind A,~ Räume endlicher Stufe, so ist
auch dtb(A,~) ein Raum endlicher Stufe, der sich genau bestimmen läßt, z. B. ist

lb(on,on) permutationsisomorph zu o~n.

V.P. KONDAKOV:

Remarks on tne structure of Köthe spaces

We study the suffieient and necessary conditions for a Frechet space F to be
isomorphie to a subspace of a 9iven Köthe space E.
The Köthe space E = l1[a r (n)] is defined to be the set

l1[a r (n») = {(~n) E ~N:'LI~nl ar(n) = 1(~n)lr < +~, r = 1,2, •.• }, where
n

o < ar(n) < ar + l(n)~ r, n ErN, equipped with the topology generated by the sequence
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of the semi-norms I· Ir.
Let F have the sequenee of the seminorms I I-I Ir such that
\I rEIN 3 (f (r ) f (r) I ( • ) )a:J (f ~ r) I ( f ~ r » = 0 . .) :

m' m m= 1 1 . J 1 J

Ilfll r I f(r)l{f)1 Ilf(r)11 fE F
r = m m m r'

(e. g. F i? nuelear or F has an absolute basis).

Proposition. (cf. [1]). If F is isomorphie to a subspace of the Köthe-Schwartz E,
then

3(q>(r»; = 1 (~(r) EIN) "Ir EIN 3 (n r (m»:=1 (nr(m) EIN, nr(i) * nr(j), i * j)

sup
m" Ilf(r) 1I * 0• m q>(s)

as(nr(m»
aq>( r) (n r (m) ) (r) < + a:J,

Ilfm 11~(s)

sEIN.

Theorem 1 (cf. [1]). TheKöthe space F = 11[b r (n}] is isomorphie to a subspace
E = 11[a r (n)] :: (11[er (n)]yN if and on1y if 3(t,p(r»;=1 (~(r) EIN) Vr E IN 3(n r (m»;=1

(nr(m)-E m, nr(i) * nr(j) vi * j)

sup as(nr(m»

m:!lf~r)III/l(S) * 0 al/l(r)(nr(m))

Theorem 2 (cf. [1]). If F = 11[b
r

(n)] is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of
E = 11[ar(n)], then there exist maps A: IN -+ R, 0: IN -+ IN, 5: ~N -+ IN (s(r) > r}
C: IN -+ R such that

Coro11ary. In Köthe spaees ll[a r (n)], whieh have regular (cf. [2]) unconditiona1
bases, all unconditiona1 bases are quasiequiva1ent (cf. [2]).

Theorem 3 (cf_ [1]). If F = 11[b r (n}] is isomorphie to a comp1emented subspace of
E = 11[a r (n)] E (al?1) (cf. [2])· , then (1) hol ds wi t hin j ec t ion a:!N -+ IN.
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G. LUMER:

Singular diffusion problems for differential operators and local operators

Let A be areal, 10ca11y dissipative, 10ca11y c10sed, 10ca1 operator on a 10ca11y
compact Hausdorff space {l (with countable base). Consider the following problem: (*) Given f

continuous on V, find u ~ u(t,x) continuous on [O,~[xV, s.t. t > 0, x E V,3 ~~,

3 Au extendi n9 continuous ly to [0,+ co.[x V, and: (i) ~~ = Au for t > 0, x E V ;

(ii) ulav = 0, for all t > 0; (iii) u(O,x) = f(x) for x E V.

1. Theorem. The above problem (*) always has a unique solution. Define now the operator
AV on Co(V) by D(Av) = {f E Co(V) n D(A,V): Af E Co(V)}, AVf = Af. Then (*)
is solvable for a set Eo of initial values f which is uniformly dense in
Co(V) iff AV generates a contraction semigroup on Co(V); and if so, the set of
all initial values f forwhich (*) is solvable is exact1y D(AV).

The solvability of singular or degenerate problems of the above type (*) reduces in
general to the existence or non existence of a "barrier". For networks this. leads
to the following classical situation and result (obtained jointly with R. Redheffer
and ~l. Walter): On ]0,8[ consider (**) au ll + bua - cu <; 0 (a>- 0, c > O),a,b,c
real'functions. Set for any v on ]O,E[, v*(o) = TTm v(t), v*(o) = lim v(t),
v(0) = 1im v(t) i fit ex ists . t -+ 0 t--:;-co

t -+ 0

2. Theorem. Let u be a solution of (**). Suppose 3 solutions ~,n of (**) s.t.
t(O) = + co, ~ < n*(Q) < O. Then ~< u*(O) < 0 ~ u <; 0 on ]0,8[.

3. Coro11ary. If Q <; a(t) < t, b(t) 1, 0 < c(t) <; Ct a-1, a > 0, then the conc1usion

of theorem 2 ho1ds.
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We can extend the result of theorem 2 to general local operator setting (with
the assumptions made above except locally closed), the result takes a very
similar form, with au" + bu' - cu < 0 replaced by Au - cu < 0, JO,E[ replaced
by V: {al replaced by r a compact proper component of aV. In the conclusion
"u < 0 on JO,E[1l is replaced by ll u(r E) < 0 for E > 0 small ll , where

- -1
"~(rE)1l means Ilinf over rEIl, r E = Y (E) where y is an appropriate function
on V which is 0 on r, > 0 off r (rE is alllevel surface" in V). This
suffices as before to show non existence of barrier (non existence of solution)
for certain singular or degenerate problems. It makes possible many applications
to networks, and singular or degenerate diffusion problems in several variables, ~
for instance of the type ~~ = aßu + (first order terms).

W.A.J. LUXEMBURG:

On a theorem of Vekua and a conjecture of Whitham

In this paper we shall discuss the problem of approximating the solutions of
certain elliptic boundary value problems by m~ans of linear combinations of
special solutions. During the fifties such results were obtained by I.N. Vekua
and are treated in his book "New methods for solving elliptic equations ll . In
particular, it will be shown how these results are related to a conjecture of
Whitham concerning a problem whether the linear span of a sequence of functions
of the form {Pn(x)e inx }, n = 0,1,2, ... is dense in say L2[O,2nJ,where the
Pn's (n = 0,1,2, ... ) are special 2n-periodic continuous functions. For this
special tase we shall show that more elementary methods may be used to settle
such questions.

R. MEISE:

Extension of entire functions on locally convex spaces (joint work with D. Vogt,
Wuppertal)

Let F be a locally convex space over [ and let H(F) denote the space of

entire functions on F. By Hub{F) we denote the subspace of H{F) consisting
of all f for which there exists a zero-neighbourhood U in F such that f
is bounded on rU for all r > O. For a linear subspace E of Flet
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~F,E: H(F) ~ H(E) denote the restrietion map ~F,E(f): = fiE. The following results
were presented:

Theorem 1. Let F be an infinite dimensional (FN)-spaee not isomorphie to [N.
Then there exists a elosed linear subspaee E of F for whieh 9F,E is not
surjeetive.

Theorem 2. Let F be a Hilbertian (DFS)-space. Then ~F,E is surjeetive for eaeh
e10sed linear subspaee E of F.

Theorem 3. A strong1y nuelear (F)-spaee E has the property H(E) = Hub(E) iff
for every Hi1bertian 1.e. spaee F whieh eontains E as a linear topo1ogieal

subspaee, S'F,E ;s surjeetive.

Theorem 2 extendsa resu1t of Boland and is obtained from aremark of Co1ombeau
and Mujiea and an extension lemma for funetions in Hub(E) 'which is also used
in the proof of Theorem 3. Coneerning an inner eharacterization of the property.
H(E) = Hub(E) for (FN)-spaces, a necessary condition is that E has the property
(LBOO

) of Vogt, whi1e the property (ö) of E is a sufficient condition. Several
characterizations of (n) -have been presented too.

P. MEYER-NIEBERG:

Minimal va1ues of positive linear operators

Let E be an order complete vector 1attiee wtth weak order units, and let T: E ~ E
be a positive linear operator. We are interested in solutions of the ;nequ~;ty

(AI - T) x > 0 with A> 0 and x a weak order unit. If E is a Banaeh 1attice
and if A> peT) ho1ds, the problem is we1lknown. But in app1ications the problem
occurs: Is there any weak order uni t x wi th (A I - T) x > 0 for some A< peT) ?

Let us define Pm (T) = i nf {A > 0: 3 a weakorde run i t x w; th Ax - Tx >= O} and ca11
it the minima1 va1ue of the operator T.

Some rules for the minimal va1ue are obtained, and furthermore we got some resu1ts
coneerning the structure of some positive linear operators in the case of a Banaeh
1attiee with order eontinuous norm.
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P. MIKUSINSKI:

Convergence of Boehmians

Let oe be the space of locally integrable functions and let S c ~ consist of
all functions with bounded sopport. If f E ~ and ~ E S, then by f~ we mean the
convolution of f and ~. Let 6 == {(on) E SN: on > 0, IOn == 1 and
V

E
> 0 V1tl > E 0n(t) = 0 for almost all n E Nl and let

N
A == {(fn)/(on): (fn) Ei , (on) E 6 and Vi,j E N fio j = fjoil. If (fn)/(on)'

(gn)/(tpn) EA and Vi,j E N fitpj = 9j Oi' then we write (fn)/(on)-(gn)/(~n)· •

We put .B ==.1t/-. The identification f = [(fon)/(ön)] yields an algebraic
isomorphism of ~ into ~ . We have also ~' eS. If Xn'x E ß and there is

.L(on) E 6 such that (xn - x)on E ~ for each n E N and (xn - x)on ~ 0, then
we say that xn is 6-convergent to x.

Theorem 1. L. i 5 dense in S .

Theorem 2. 6-convergence is metrizable.
Theorem 3. .ß i s comp1ete .
Theorem 4. (J. Burzyk) ß is a Montel space without non-trivial continuous linear
functionals.

B. MITYAGIN:

Nonlinear boundary problem without solution - an example

The problem
(1) 6u == f(x,y), y E I == [0,1], x E SI == [O,2n]

(2) u/ y = 0

(3) (uy - u~x)/y = 1 = 0

has no solution u E H3/2(SI x I) for the proper choice f in Lq(Sl x I).

We transfarm this problem (1) - (3) inta the singular equation
1 2n

(4) W(X)2 - A2 + ~ I s(~) w(x - ~) d~ = tp(x)
"n 0
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2n
(5) ~ lT J w( t,;) d E: = 0

J

where ·S(4)- ~1 c?sh k COSk4, and l!> is known (EH r + 1/2 if f EHr), w is
1 K slnh k

an unknown function on S1 and A2 = Ilw 112. This problem (4) - (5) has no
L2·-so1ution w for same l!> E H1/2, and there is a continuum of Lco-solutions w for
any l!> E L00 0 r q> E: H1/ 2 + r , r > O.

The multidimensional problems of (1) - (3) type and their relatives of (4) - (5) type

• are discussed and analogous results are presented.

A. PElCZYN5.KI :

Translation invariant quotients of LP

For a Banach space X, qOO(X) denotes the Banach-Mazur distance of the dual of X
from a subspace of an L1(~)-space, ;.e.

co -1 I . 1
q (X) = in f { I IuI 1 I Iu I I u: X* -+ L ( ~ )} ,

the ;nfimum i5 extended over all isomorphie embeddings of the dual of X into an
L1(~)-space.

Let G be a compact abelian group, r its dual, Me r.

Let
L~ = {f E LP: f(y) = 0 for y« M}, CM= L~ n C{G) (1< P <00)

A -1where f(y) = J f{g)y (g) dg; dg ;s the normalized Haar measure of G.
G

Theorem. There is a Po > 2 and a function a(.): [~; po) -+ (1,~) such that for
any c.a. group G, if M ;s a non-empty subset of rand p > Po' the condition
qOO(L~) < a(p) implies that M is a translate of a subgroup of f, hence qOO(L~) = 1.
Moreover for p one can replace qOO(L;) by CM.
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P. PEREZ CARRERAS:

On metrizable (LF)-spaces

Let E be a non-normable Frechet space. There is a proper dense subspace which is
an (LF)-spaee. The proof of the result depends on Eidelheitls elassical result that
every non-normable Frechet space has a quotient isomorphie to w. Let H be a

finite eodimensional subspace of a~ non-normable Freehet spaee. Then H has a
quotient isomorphie to w. If E is a Freehet spaee and if F is a barrelled
non quasi-Baire spaee, then E inF is barrelled if and only if E is a Banaeh space.
If E is a non-normable metrizable barrelled spaee whieh has a eontinuous norm
than E iTI~ is non barrelled. Open question: Does there exist a non normable metriz~

barrelled spaee with no quotient isomorphie to w?

H. -J. PETZSCHE:

Boundary values of holomorphic funetions and the "Edge-of-the-Wedge" theorem:

In the first part of the lecture the general definition of the boundary value of a
holomorphic function was given. The eonstruetion made intensive use of almost
analytie extensions and it showed that growth eonditions on a holomorphic funetion
f determine exactly the cl ass of generalized funetions to which the boundary value
of f belongs. Finally a general version of the theorem of the llEdge-of-the-Wedge"
was stated.

W. RUESS:

Extreme Points in Duals·of Operator Spaees (joint work with Ch. Stegall)

It is shown that for Banach spaees X and Y,

ext B((K(X,Y»*) = (ext BX**) i (ext By*)'

where x** Q y*(k) ~ (k**x**,y*) for all k E K (X,Y) the space of eompaet linear
operators from X into Y.

More generally, we eonsider the space ~*(x*,y) of all eompaet weak*-weakly
eontinuous linear operators from X* into Y, and show that

•
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for any linear subspace Hof. Kw*{X*,Y) containing X 0 Y. This includes the
aforementioned result (K(X,Y) = 1<w*{X**,Y), k ~ k**), and includes the corresponding
result of Ceitlin (1976) for the dual of X i~ Y.

. c

Resu1t (*) is Gombinedwith a resu1t of Haydon (llif Z ~ 11, then

BZ* = riorm cl co(ext 8Z*)") to deduce that (X i y)* (resp. (K(X,Y»*) is a_ c ~

quotient of X* in Y* (resp. X** ~n Y*), provided X ~c Y~ 11 (resp. K(X,Y) ~ 11).

We use the James tree space JT to show the limits of our resu1ts: JT ~ 11,
but (i) rVJT i c JT does contain 11, and (ii) (JT Qc JT)* is not a quotient

of (JT*) ~TI (JT*).

J. SCHMETS:

Spaces of vector-valued continuous functions

Let X be a comp1etely regular Haudorff space and E be a 10ca11y·convex
topologica1 vector space with P as system of sem;norms. Then ~(X;E) is the
1.c. space C(X;E) of the continuous functions on X with va1ues in E endowed
with the 1.c. topo1ogy of uniform convergence on the elements of a suitable family F

of relatively compact subsets of the rea1compactification ·';X of x.
J. Mendoza has proved the fo110wing

Theorem. a) If every compact subset of X is finite, then Cc(X;E) is barrel1ed
(resp. quasi-barrel1ed) if and on1y if Cc(X) and E are barrel1ed (resp.

quasi-barre11ed).

b) If X contains an infinite compact subset, then Cc(X;E) is barre11ed (resp.
quasi-barre11ed) if and on1y if Cc(X) and E are barre1led (resp. quasi-barre11ed)
and Eß has property (8).

Up to now there is no such characterization for bornological Cy(X;E) spaces. However
there are partial results.

Proposition. If ~(vX)(X;E) is bornological [X(~X) is the fami1y of all compact
subsets of ~X], then the bornological space associated to Cp(X;E) is
Cyv (X;E) [let us recall that C.p~(X) is the bornological space associated to

Cp(X») •
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This last resu1t reduces in some sense the seareh for the bornologiea1

C?(X;E) spaces to the one of the bornological ~~(vX)(X;E) spaces.

Proposition. a) If E ;s metrizable, then ~(~X)(X;E) ;5 bornological.

b) If X is 10ca11y compact and realcompact, if E = Ind Ern is a cauntab1e
inductive limit which ;s campactly regular. and if Cc(ßX;Em) is bornologica1 for

every m, then the space ~(~X)(X;E) = Ce(X;E) is bornologieal.

A. Defant and W. Govaerts have also obtained niee resu1ts in this direction.

Ch. 5TEGALL:

Gateaux Differentiation in Banach spaees

The following theorem was proved:
Theorem: Let K be homeomorphic to a weak* compact subset of X* ,where X*
has the RNP. Let 5 and T be Haudorff topological spaees and T be a Baire space.
Let C be a subset of Kx 5 and ~: C ~ T be perfeet and irreducible. Then there
exists a dense Go subset G of T and a function ~: T ~ K such that (;)
w is continuous at each point of G and (ii) for each t E G the fiber
~-1 (t) ~ {w(t)} x S.

Th;s result was applied to obtain some results about weakly compact sets, weg
Banach spaces and arecent result of Christensen and Kendo~ concerning
Gateaux differentiation of continuous convex functions on certain Banach spaces.

T. TERZ10GLU:

On the existenee of a non-compact, continuous operator between certain Köthe spaces
(joint work with Z. Nurlu)

Let A(A) and A(B) be nuclear Köthe spaces. We write (A(B), A(A» E k if
~very continuous operator from 1..(8) inta A(A) is bounded. We say the pair
(A(B), A(A» satisfies the splitting condition (5) if 3p vj 3k vi vq 3r
with
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Prop. 1. If (;>..(B) ,;>..(A)) sati sfies (5), then either (A(B), A(A)) E Je or ;>..(B)
has a step space whieh i5 isomorphie to a step spaee of A(A).
In the next propos;t;ons we assume . A(B) ;s regular.

Prop. 2. If A(A) ;5 isomorphie to a subspace of A(B), then e;ther A(B), ;>..(A) E.~

or A(B) has a step space which iS';somorphie to a step spaee of ;>..(A).

Prop. 3. Let ;>..(A) be isomorphie to a quotient space of ;>..(B). Then either
(;>..(A), ;>..(B» E k or A(A) has a step space which is isomorphie to a step spaee of
;>..(8) .

M. VALOIVIA:

On Slowikowski, Raikov and de Wilde elosed graph theorems

We define a topological linear space to be a Slowikowski spaee if it has a
aßy-representatian (P,Q,M,E q) which is eomplete, and the topology indueed by Ep,
in E(pql is coarser than the topology of E(pql for every (pql in M. We give

the following re5ults: 1. The elass of the Slowikowski spaces coincideswith the
class Do of Raikov. 2. A loeally convex spaee of 5lowikowski has aL-web.
We say that a spaee [ is striet 5lowikowski space if it is locally convex and has

a 0o-representation (P,Q,M~Ep,q) with Ep,q loeally eonvex. We give the following
result. 3. E is a strict Slowikowski spaee ~ E has a strict C-web.

We give an example of a locally convex 5lowikowski space E whieh is not. strict
5lowikowski spaee. Consequently E has a [-web and has not a strict r-web.

O. VOGT:

Pairs of Frechet space, between which all eontinuous linear maps are eompact

For two Frechet spaces E and F we denote by L(E,F) the set of all continuous
and by LB(E,F) the set of all bounded linear maps fram E to F. A neeessary
and sufficient condition for L(E,F) = LB(E,F) was presented and used to determine
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the following classes of Frechet spaces for given 0 with

lBr(o) = all

lBr(o) = all

F suchthat lV'-r(a), F)= LB(l\r(a), F)

E such that L(E, '!\r(o» = LB(E, !\r(a».

They are described by linear topological invariants involving submultiplicative
inequalities for the norms or dual norms respectively. They are mdependentof o.

Similar methods are also used in a forthcoming joint paper with E. Dubinsky to
describe a class of nuclear power series spaces of infinite type in which every
complemented subspace has a basis. •L. WAELBROECK:

Relative operator calculus, and operators S which are normal modulo an ideal

Let «(,T) and (F,p) be two complete topological vector spaces with F ~ E continuous.
In general, F is not closed in E, and then ElF is not Hausdorff. (For instance,
E denotes the space ~(H) of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space
Hand F is.a Banach operator ideal.) - Relative problems are posed in spaces of
type ElF, and the difficulties which arise when F is not closed in E lead
to the use of remainders in Fand properties mod F.

In my talk, I spoke of Helton's and Howe's relative operator calculus. Let H
denote a Hi 1bert space, 5 E.i (H), and 0 a two-s i ded Banach i dea1 -of ~ (H). Then

5 is normal mod a if [5,5*] E o. For a neighbourhood U of sPe5, the
essential spectrum of 5, a mapping ~ ~ ~(5) of C~(U) into ~(H) can be

constructed which maps 1 (the constant 1) on I (the identity), ! (the variable)
on 5, Z on 5* and which is a morphism mod 0, i.e.

•
L. WEI5:

Eigenvalue distribution of order bounded operators (joint work with H. Köniq (Kiel»)

We give criteria for the r-summability of the eigenvalues (An{Tk»n of an integral
operator Tk in terms of conditions on its kernel k. For Hille-Tamarkin-type
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conditions we get

Theorem 1: If X is q-concave, q > 2, and

11 lt k(s, t) (f X· (t) "X (s) < co

then (An{Tk))n belongs to lq.

For kernels k with a lIcompletely finite double-norm ll in the sense of Zaanen
we have

Theorem 2: Let X be p-convex and q-concave - and let k be of completely
finite double-norm.

a) If 2 4 (p,q), then (An(Tk))n belongs to 12•

b) If p < 2 < q, then (>'n(Tk»n belangs ta lr with } = { + {q + ;}pro.

Counterexamples show that in case 11 the eigenvalues are not square summable
in general. This corrects a claim of Tovar and Nowosad.

G. WITTSTOCK:

Aspects of non-commutative order

To describe non-commutative order we use the concept of matrix ordered spaces in
the sense of ehoi and Effros. Ordered vector spaces with the Riesz separation
property have a uniquely determined matrix order and are representable as spaces
of real functions. Typical and interesting non-commutative ordered spaces with a
natural matrix order are C*- and W*-algebras, their duals and associated LP-spaces.
We define an analogue of the Riesz separation property in terms of matrix
inequalities. This matrix Riesz separation property is a characteristic property
of injective W*-algebras. Especially the algebra B{X) of all bounded operators
has this property. Regular normed matrix ordered Hilbert spaces with this property
are standard farms af injective W*-algebras.
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W. ZELAZKO:

Extensions of locally convex algebras

This is areport on the content of the following papers:

1° W. Zelazko, On permanent radicals in comrnutative locally convex algebras,

2° Concerning a characerization of permanently singular elements in commutative
locally convex algebras,

3° On non-removable ideals in comrnutative locally convex algebras. e
In these papers, among other results, there are given the characterizations of the

objects named in the titles. The first and third paper will appear in Studia

Mathematica (in volumes 75 and 77 respectively) and the second one in a collection
of papers dedicated to L. Iliev and edited (perhaps in 1983) by the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences.
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